1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Selection among alternative theoretical models given an observed dataset is an important challenge in many areas of physics and astronomy. In a Bayesian context, model selection involves computing the evidence for the data given each model. The model evidence is an integral of the unnormalized posterior probability distribution over the model parameter space, representing the probability of obtaining the dataset within that model. Models with larger evidence are preferred; the ratio of the evidences of two models is the Bayes factor between them. The product of the Bayes factor and the ratio of prior probabilities for the two models yields the odds ratio for the models.

There are many ways to compute model evidences. In low-dimensional parameter spaces, the unnormalized posterior probability can be evaluated on a grid or lattice and the integral can be performed directly. For many problems or models of interest, however, the dimensionality of the parameter space is too large to make this approach practical, and stochastic sampling must be used.

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods attempt to stochastically produce parameter samples with density proportional to the posterior probability distribution. In MCMC techniques, the primary target is an accurate estimate of the posterior distribution. (We note that an alternative stochastic method for exploring a model parameter space, nested sampling \[[@RSOS150030C1]--[@RSOS150030C3]\], focuses on evidence computation rather than sampling the posterior probability density functions.) It is not straightforward to compute the model evidence from MCMC samples. The most direct way to estimate the evidence for a model from MCMC samples is to compute the harmonic-mean estimator, but this estimator of the evidence can suffer from infinite variance \[[@RSOS150030C4]--[@RSOS150030C7]\]. MCMC implementations with parallel tempering \[[@RSOS150030C8],[@RSOS150030C9]\] allow for evidence computation via thermodynamic integration \[[@RSOS150030C10]\], but these can be computationally costly.

Weinberg \[[@RSOS150030C11]\] gives a method for directly computing the evidence integral from existing MCMC samples by using a kD-tree data structure to decompose a parameter space into boxes containing the MCMC sample points. The integral is approximated as a sum over box volumes. This method is promising, but it is not clear in general what statistical and systematic errors it introduces and how these are affected by the shape of the posterior distribution which the MCMC samples.

When the goal is model selection between several known models, only the *relative* evidence of each model is needed. In this circumstance, the reversible-jump MCMC (RJMCMC) technique first introduced in \[[@RSOS150030C12]\] is one of the most reliable and accurate ways to compare the models. RJMCMC, described more fully in §2, performs a standard MCMC in space that is an augmented union of all the model parameter spaces. Such an MCMC involves both intra- and intermodel jumps; the number of MCMC samples in each model\'s parameter space is proportional to that model\'s relative evidence in the suite of models being compared.

Implemented naively, RJMCMC has a significant drawback: because the chain of samples must be Markovian, only the current sample is available to the algorithm as it is choosing the next sample. Each time an RJMCMC transitions between models, the information about the choices of parameter values in the previous model is lost; subsequent jumps into that model must 'start fresh', and are correspondingly unlikely to be accepted, delaying convergence of the RJMCMC sample chain (see §2.3 for a caveat). Littenberg & Cornish \[[@RSOS150030C13]\] addressed this issue by proposing a new method for producing intermodel jumps in an RJMCMC that relies on interpolating single-model posterior distributions using a box decomposition of parameter space.

Here, we introduce an alternative technique based on a kD-tree data structure to construct an approximation to each model\'s posterior parameter distribution. This improved interpolation method leads to faster convergence of RJMCMC sample chains. We draw jump proposals into the model from this approximation to its posterior. Because jumps are proposed preferentially to locations favoured by the single-model posterior, the RJMCMC compares 'good' locations in parameter space across all the models, and convergence is generally rapid. We have successfully applied this RJMCMC technique to a 10-way model selection among alternative mass distribution models for black-hole X-ray binaries \[[@RSOS150030C14]\]. We also provide an example using this method as an 'asymptotically Markovian' \[[@RSOS150030C15]\] jump proposal in the context of a single-model, nine-dimensional MCMC in §5.

The method of Littenberg & Cornish \[[@RSOS150030C13]\] for producing intermodel jumps in an RJMCMC relies on a box decomposition of parameter space, using fixed-sized boxes. The method cannot adapt to the local structure of the posterior, and becomes asymptotically inefficient for high-dimensional parameter spaces or highly peaked posteriors. Meanwhile, the approximation to the posterior distribution produced by the kD-tree is a constant-in-box interpolation of the posterior, similar in spirit to the phase-space density interpolants produced from N-body positions and momenta in \[[@RSOS150030C16]\]. The kD-tree interpolation is effective in parameter spaces of modest dimensionality and is quite space-efficient, requiring $\mathcal{O}(N)$ storage space and $\mathcal{O}(\log N)$ time to produce each proposed jump, where *N* is the number of samples in an MCMC over the parameter space of one model ('single-model MCMC') used to construct the interpolation.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In §2, we introduce in more detail the concept of an RJMCMC, and describe the fundamental difficulty with a naive jump proposal in an RJMCMC. In §3, we introduce the kD-tree data structure used to decompose the parameter space into boxes for interpolation. In §4, we demonstrate the efficiency gains that are achieved from use of the interpolated jump proposal. In §5, we give examples of some other uses of the interpolated jump proposal that suggest its utility in the context of a single-model MCMC. Finally, in §6, we offer a summary and some concluding remarks on the method.

2.. Reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo {#s2}
============================================

RJMCMC \[[@RSOS150030C12]\] is a technique for Bayesian model comparison. Below, we give a very brief introduction to Bayesian analysis, describe a standard MCMC and introduce RJMCMC.

2.1. Bayesian analysis {#s2a}
----------------------

Consider an observed dataset *d* and a set of competing models for the data, indexed by an integer *i*: {*M*~*i*~\|*i*=1,2,...}. Each model has some continuous parameters, ***θ***~*i*~; given the model and its parameters, we can make a prediction about the likelihood of observing the experimental data: *L*(*d*\|***θ***~*i*~,*M*~*i*~). Within the framework of each model, Bayes\' rule gives us a way to compute the posterior probability distribution function (PDF) for the model parameters implied by the data: $$p(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}|d,M_{i}) = \frac{L(d|\mathbf{\theta}_{i},M_{i})p(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}|M_{i})}{p(d|M_{i})},$$where *p*(***θ***~*i*~\|*d*,*M*~*i*~) is the posterior distribution for the model parameters ***θ***~*i*~ implied by the data in the context of model *M*~*i*~, *p*(***θ***~*i*~\|*M*~*i*~) is the prior probability of the model parameters that represents our beliefs before accumulating any of the data *d*, and *p*(*d*\|*M*~*i*~), called the evidence, is an overall normalizing constant which ensures that *p*(***θ***~*i*~\|*d*,*M*~*i*~) is properly normalized as a probability distribution on the ***θ***~*i*~. This implies that the evidence is equal to $$p(d|M_{i}) = \int_{V_{i}}d\mathbf{\theta}_{i}L(d|\mathbf{\theta}_{i},M_{i})p(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}|M_{i}),$$where *V*~*i*~ is the parameter space volume in model *M*~*i*~. For model comparison, we are interested in the posterior probability of a particular model, *M*~*i*~, given the data, *p*(*M*~*i*~\|*d*). Using Bayes\' rule, we see that this involves the evidence, equation ([2.2](#RSOS150030M2x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}): $$p(M_{i}|d) = \frac{p(d|M_{i})p(M_{i})}{p(d)},$$where *p*(*M*~*i*~) is our *a priori* belief in model *M*~*i*~ and *p*(*d*) is a normalizing constant $$p(d) = \sum\limits_{i}p(d|M_{i})p(M_{i}).$$

When selecting among alternative models, we are interested in finding the model with the highest posterior probability *p*(*M*~*i*~\|*d*). However, attempts to directly compute the evidence by performing the integration in equation ([2.2](#RSOS150030M2x2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are generally very difficult in a multi-dimensional, multi-modal parameter space when the likelihood has to be evaluated numerically. In particular, a grid-based integral quickly becomes computationally unfeasible as the dimensionality of ***θ*** exceeds a few. The parameter space must typically be explored in a stochastic manner before the evidence integral can be computed. There are several stochastic parameter-exploration techniques focused directly on evidence computation (e.g. nested sampling \[[@RSOS150030C1],[@RSOS150030C2]\] and its variant M[ulti]{.smallcaps}N[est]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSOS150030C3]\]). Although nested sampling can be used to compute the posterior PDFs within each model along with the evidences for the various models, the most common technique for computing posterior PDFs in the context of a model is the Markov chain Monte Carlo, which we now describe.

2.2. Markov chain Monte Carlo {#s2b}
-----------------------------

A Markov chain Monte Carlo \[[@RSOS150030C17]\] produces a set of samples {***θ***^(*j*)^ \| *j*=1,...} from the model parameter space that are sampled according to the posterior, meaning that, in the limit that the chain length tends to infinity, the relative frequency with which a given set of parameters appears in the chain is proportional to the desired posterior, *p*(***θ***\|*d*,*M*). Therefore, the output of an MCMC can be directly interpreted as the posterior PDF over the full parameter space, while PDFs for individual parameters can be obtained by marginalizing over the uninteresting parameters.

A Markov chain has the property that the probability distribution of the next state can depend only on the current state, not on the past history: $$p(\mathbf{\theta}^{(j + 1)}) = \int_{V}d\mathbf{\theta}^{(j)}p(\mathbf{\theta}^{(j)}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}^{(j + 1)})p(\mathbf{\theta}^{(j)}),$$where the jump probability *p*(***θ***^(*j*)^→***θ***^(*j*+1)^) depends only on ***θ***^(*j*)^ and ***θ***^(*j*+1)^. An additional requirement for an MCMC arises from the fact that the desired distribution is the equilibrium distribution. Detailed balance requires that *p*(***θ***^(*i*)^)*p*(***θ***^(*i*)^→***θ***^(*j*)^)=*p*(***θ***^(*j*)^)*p*(***θ***^(*j*)^→***θ***^(*i*)^).

One way to produce such a sequence of samples is via the Metropolis--Hastings algorithm, first proposed in \[[@RSOS150030C18]\], and later generalized in \[[@RSOS150030C19]\]: (i) given a current state ***θ***^(*j*)^, propose the next state ***θ***^*p*^ by drawing from a jump proposal distribution with probability *Q*(***θ***^(*j*)^→***θ***^*p*^);(ii) compute the probability of accepting the proposed jump as $$p_{accept} \equiv \min\left( {1,\frac{p(\mathbf{\theta}^{p}|d,M)}{p(\mathbf{\theta}^{(j)}|d,M)}\frac{Q(\mathbf{\theta}^{p}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}^{(j)})}{Q(\mathbf{\theta}^{(j)}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}^{p})}} \right);$$(iii) pick a uniform random number *α*∈\[0,1\]. If *α*\<*p*~accept~, accept the proposed jump, setting ***θ***^(*j*+1)^=***θ***^*p*^. Otherwise, reject the jump, and remain at the same location in parameter space for the next step, ***θ***^(*j*+1)^=***θ***^(*j*)^.

This jump proposal distribution *Q*(***θ***^(*j*)^→***θ***^*p*^) can depend on the parameters of the current state ***θ***^(*j*)^, but not on the past history. It must also allow any state within the prior volume to be reachable (eventually) by the MCMC. Any jump proposal that satisfies these properties is suitable for an MCMC.

The jump proposal is the most important choice in the MCMC, as it determines the sampling efficiency of the algorithm, i.e. the length of the chain before it converges to the posterior PDF. Creating an efficient jump proposal distribution requires an understanding of the structure of the parameter space which may not be available until the PDFs are found, creating a catch-22; one possibility for resolving this infinite loop is described in §5.

It should be noted that although an MCMC whose jump acceptance criterium obeys detailed balance (as the Metropolis--Hastings algorithm does) must eventually converge to the desired distribution, there is no way to guarantee convergence in a fixed number of steps or to test whether a chain has converged in a foolproof manner. For example, MCMC chains can get stuck on local maxima, producing an apparently well-converged sampling of the PDF in the vicinity of the maximum; or, if the chain visits a sequence of local maxima, moving rarely between maxima, the autocorrelation length of the chain may represent a substantial fraction of the total number of samples, resulting in an effective sample size that is too small to accurately represent the relative sizes of the modes in the PDF.

Finally, we note that, in practice, the randomly chosen initial starting point of the MCMC may be in a particularly unlikely location in the parameter space. Because jumps are frequently local, we will generally want to ignore the early samples in a finite-size chain to avoid biases in the recovered posterior PDF owing to the choice of the initial location. The samples thus discarded are referred to as 'burn-in' samples.

2.3. Reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo {#s2c}
---------------------------------------------

The samples produced by an MCMC algorithm can be used to directly perform a Monte Carlo evidence integral. This results in a harmonic mean estimator for the evidence, which may suffer from infinite variance \[[@RSOS150030C4]--[@RSOS150030C7]\]. Additional techniques for the direct integration of evidence, also based on a kD tree decomposition of the parameter space (see §3), are described in \[[@RSOS150030C11]\]. These techniques are promising, but in some cases suffer from large variance and bias \[[@RSOS150030C14]\]. An alternative approach to model selection among a set of models is based on performing an MCMC in a 'super-model' that encompasses all of the models under consideration; this is known the RJMCMC.

The parameter space of the super-model in an RJMCMC consists of a discrete parameter that identifies the model, *M*~*i*~, and a set of continuous parameters appropriate for that model, ***θ***~*i*~. Thus, each sample consists of a model identifier and a location within the parameter space of that model, {*M*~*i*~,***θ***~*i*~}. We perform the MCMC in the 'super-model' parameter space just like a regular MCMC; we propose jumps to different parameters within a model (intramodel jumps) and jumps to a different model with different parameters (intermodel jumps). The acceptance probability for a proposed jump from $\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)}$ in model *M*~*i*~ to $\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p}$ in model *M*~*j*~ becomes $$p_{accept} \equiv \min\left( {1,\frac{p(\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p},M_{j}|d)}{p(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)},M_{i}|d)}\frac{Q(\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p},M_{j}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)},M_{i})}{Q(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)},M_{i}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p},M_{j})}} \right).$$Here, the *Q* factors incorporate both a discrete probability on the model index, reflecting the probabilistic choice of which model to jump into, and also a continuous probability density on target model\'s parameter space. For example, $Q(\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p},M_{j}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)},M_{i})$ has a factor for the probability of proposing a jump to model *i* when in model *j* and is a density on the parameter space of *M*~*i*~. These densities cancel the corresponding densities in the ratio of posteriors, making the acceptance probability a parametrization-independent scalar. In the common special case where the two parameter spaces have equal dimension and the jump proposal is a diffeomorphism, *ϕ*, between them, $$\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p} = \phi(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)}),$$and therefore $$\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)} = \phi^{- 1}(\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p}),$$then the jump proposal ratio reduces to the Jacobian of the diffeomorphism: $$\frac{Q(\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p},M_{j}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)},M_{i})}{Q(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)},M_{i}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}_{j}^{p},M_{j})} = \left| \frac{\partial\phi}{\partial\mathbf{\theta}_{i}^{(j)}} \right|.$$

The resulting chain samples from the posterior *p*(*M*~*i*~,{***θ***~*i*~}\|*d*). As in a usual MCMC, the PDF on the model as a parameter, with other parameters ignored, is obtained by marginalizing over the remaining parameters. The posterior probability of a model is proportional to the number of counts: $$p(M_{i}|d) = \int d\mathbf{\theta}_{i}\frac{L(d|M_{i},\mathbf{\theta}_{i})p(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}|M_{i})p(M_{i})}{p(d)} \approx \frac{N_{i}}{N},$$where *N*~*i*~ is the number of RJMCMC samples listing the *i*\'th model and *N* is the total chain length. Thus, the probability of a particular model relative to other models under consideration is given by the fraction of RJMCMC samples lying in the parameter space of that model.

The main difficulty of achieving an efficient RJMCMC is finding a good jump proposal distribution for intermodel jumps. In order to have relatively high acceptance ratios for intermodel jumps, which is necessary for efficient mixing between models, jumps should be preferentially proposed into regions with a high posterior. However, because the algorithm is Markovian, it has no past memory, so a jump proposed into a model from outside cannot access information from earlier in the chain which may identify a posterior peak. It is, in principle, possible to overcome this constraint by storing a union of {***θ***~*i*~} as the MCMC state vector, with the likelihood a function only of parameters ***θ***~*i*~ that correspond to the current model *M*~*i*~. In this case, intermodel jump proposals would change only the model *M*~*i*~. However, if the chain finds a high-likelihood region in one model space faster than in another, a jump to the other model will take a very long time to be accepted---again rendering RJMCMC inefficient.

The way to solve this problem is to identify a good jump proposal distribution in advance, by exploiting information from single-model MCMCs to generate efficient jump proposal distributions for our RJMCMC (single-model MCMCs can take small local jumps within their model, meaning that they are much less likely than an RJMCMC to lose a high-posterior mode once it has been located). The ideal jump proposal distribution for the parameters within a model would consist of the posterior PDF for those parameters, *p*(***θ***~*i*~\|*M*~*i*~,*d*), and single-model MCMCs already represent samples from these posterior PDFs. However, the samples are discrete, and a jump proposal must be continuous. Therefore, the output of each single-model MCMC must be interpolated to construct the desired jump proposal. The strategy we propose for efficiently interpolating a discretely sampled PDF is described in the next section.

3.. kD-trees and interpolation {#s3}
==============================

The problem of drawing a proposed jump from an interpolation of single-model MCMC samples can be thought of as the problem of assigning a local 'neighbourhood' to each sample in the MCMC chain. We choose these neighbourhoods to be non-overlapping and to fill the parameter space. The size of a neighbourhood is inversely proportional to the local sample density. The proposed jumps are drawn from a piecewise-constant (constant on each neighbourhood) interpolation of the PDF. To draw a proposed jump, we select a sample uniformly from the MCMC samples, find its associated neighbourhood, and then draw the proposed jump uniformly from the neighbourhood. Since the MCMC samples are distributed according to the posterior PDF for the single model, this procedure produces proposed jumps that are approximately distributed according to the posterior PDF.

There are various techniques that could be used to construct the set of neighbourhoods associated with each sample. Littenberg & Cornish \[[@RSOS150030C13]\] decompose the parameter space into constant-volume 'bricks' whose size is set by the typical size of the peaks of the PDF. Each sample is associated with the brick that contains it, and the probability of proposing a jump into a particular brick is thus proportional to the number of samples within that brick. Additionally, an extra uniform jump proposal is added to allow for jumps into bricks that do not contain any samples, so that the jump proposal covers the entire model parameter space. However, the bricks in this algorithm do not adapt to the local structure of the PDF. One must either use small bricks to capture the local structure of the PDF, placing many bricks in regions without MCMC samples (which can increase memory management and access costs), or use large bricks, missing the local structure of the PDF in exchange for fewer empty bricks.

An alternate technique for producing adaptive neighbourhoods would be to use the Voronoi regions \[[@RSOS150030C20]\] associated with each MCMC sample. The Voronoi region associated with a sample contains all the parameter space points that are closer to that sample than any other sample. The Voronoi region decomposition into neighbourhoods is, in a sense, maximally adaptive, in contrast to the approach of \[[@RSOS150030C13]\], which is minimally adaptive. Unfortunately, defining the Voronoi decomposition requires a metric on parameter space, which may be difficult or impossible to define. In addition, the computational cost for computing the Voronoi regions increases rapidly with dimensionality.

Here, we propose to use a decomposition of the parameter space into neighbourhoods based on a data structure called a kD-tree (e.g. \[[@RSOS150030C21]\] or \[[@RSOS150030C22]\]). The decomposition is more adaptive than the boxes of \[[@RSOS150030C13]\], and more efficient in high-dimensional spaces than the Voronoi decomposition.

A kD-tree is a binary, space-partitioning tree. To partition a set of samples into a kD-tree, begin by placing them in a rectangular box that contains all of parameter space. Then proceed recursively^[1](#FN1){ref-type="fn"}^ : (i) if the given box contains exactly one sample, stop; this is a leaf of the tree. Otherwise:(ii) choose a dimension along which to divide the samples. Divide the samples in half along this dimension (or nearly in half, if the number of samples is odd), forming two sub-boxes. The 'left' sub-box contains the half (or nearly half) of the samples that have small coordinates along the chosen dimension; the 'right' sub-box contains the half (or nearly half) of the samples that have large coordinates along the chosen dimension;(iii) return to step (i) with each of the sub-boxes, storing the resulting trees as sub-trees of the current box.

The key algorithmic step in the production of a kD-tree is finding the median sample along a given dimension in order to divide the samples in half in step (ii). For *n* samples, this can be accomplished in $\mathcal{O}(n)$ time (e.g. \[[@RSOS150030C23]\]). If there are *N* samples in total, there are $\mathcal{O}(\log N)$ levels in the tree; at each level, $\mathcal{O}(N)$ samples must be processed once in the median-finding algorithm. Tree construction thus costs $\mathcal{O}(N\log N)$ in time, and the tree consumes $\mathcal{O}(N)$ space. As an illustration, box boundaries for a kD-tree constructed around a sample set that is normally distributed around the origin in two dimensions are shown in [figure 1](#RSOS150030F1){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1.The neighbourhoods from a kD-tree constructed around a set of samples that are normally distributed about the origin in two dimensions. As the samples become denser around the origin, the typical neighbourhood gets smaller. The interpolated PDF within a box of volume *V*~*i*~ is 1/(*NV*~*i*~), where *N* is the total number of samples (which is also the number of boxes).

In order to use the kD-tree interpolation as a jump proposal in an MCMC, we randomly select a point stored in the kD tree with equal probability, and propose from the associated neighbourhood. Therefore, we must be able to quickly find the neighbourhood associated with a given point to compute the jump probability (see equation ([2.6](#RSOS150030M2x6){ref-type="disp-formula"})). We introduce an additional parameter into the neighbourhood search, *N*~boxing~, which describes the minimum number of points in a kD box used as the neighbourhood for a point; small *N*~boxing~ increases variance in the proposal but resolves finer scale structure in the posterior. The neighbourhood search can be accomplished in $\mathcal{O}(\log N)$ time and constant space with the following algorithm, which is a modified binary tree search. Given the randomly chosen point, ***θ***~*i*~, the tree, *T* and *N*~boxing~: (i) if *T* contains fewer than 2*N*~boxing~ points, then its box is the associated neighbourhood. Otherwise:(ii) the tree *T* has two sub-trees. If the point ***θ***~*i*~ is contained in the 'left' sub-tree, then return to step (i), considering this sub-tree; otherwise return to step (i), considering the 'right' sub-tree.

The returned box is used for the jump proposal by drawing uniformly from its interior, so the proposal density is $$Q(\mathbf{\theta}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}^{p}) = \frac{N_{box}}{NV},$$where *N* is the number of points in the tree, *N*~box~ is the number of points in the chosen kD box and *V* is the coordinate-space volume of the box.

4.. Reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo efficiency {#s4}
=======================================================

In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency of the kD-interpolated jump proposal on a toy model-comparison problem. The same algorithm has been used in real-world settings \[[@RSOS150030C14]\] and, as discussed below, is available in several forms as a software library for re-use by others.

In the toy model of this section, we draw *N*=100 simulated data points from a *N*(0,1) Gaussian distribution, and then ask whether these data are better described by a model where they are Gaussian distributed with unknown mean *μ* and standard deviation *σ*: $$p(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma}\exp\left( {- \frac{{(x - \mu)}^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}}} \right),$$or by a model where they are Cauchy distributed with mode *α* and width *β*: $$p(x) = \frac{1}{\pi\beta\left( {1 + {(({x - \alpha})/\beta)}^{2}} \right)}.$$We take priors on *μ* and *α* to be uniform in \[−1,1\], and priors in *σ* and *β* to be uniform in \[0.5,1.5\]. With a dataset of 100 points, the relative uncertainty in determining the parameters of the underlying distribution is approximately 10%, so we expect the posterior probabilities in the (*μ*,*σ*) and (*α*,*β*) spaces to occupy only a few per cent of the prior volume. The Cauchy distribution is much broader than the Gaussian (it has no finite moments), so with equal model priors, the posterior probability for the Gaussian model over the Cauchy model is extremely large: $$\frac{p(\text{Gaussian}|d)}{p(\text{Cauchy}|d)} \sim 10^{9}.$$In order to ensure that the RJMCMC produces samples in the Cauchy model at all, we impose a model prior that favours the Cauchy model by 5×10^8^ relative to the Gaussian. The evidence ratio between the models for our chosen dataset with these priors is $$\frac{p(\text{Gaussian}|d)}{p(\text{Cauchy}|d)} \equiv r = 1.15,$$yielding a theoretical maximum acceptance rate of intermodel jumps of (1+1/*r*)/2=0.93.

We obtain 10^4^ single-model MCMC samples by independently running MCMC within each model, and use the kD-tree interpolation method described above to propose intermodel jumps in an RJMCMC. The acceptance rate of intermodel jumps is approximately 0.8. To explore how the efficiency of the method degrades as the interpolation becomes less accurate, we artificially truncated the kD-tree with higher and higher numbers of samples in each box (this can be accomplished during the neighbourhood search phase by stopping the search for a box when one is found containing the desired number of samples). For each truncation choice, we performed an RJMCMC with the resulting interpolated jump proposal. The acceptance rate is plotted against the number of single-model MCMC samples per box (kD-tree leaf) in [figure 2](#RSOS150030F2){ref-type="fig"}. The more samples in each leaf of the tree when the search is truncated, the lower the acceptance probability; when points are drawn from the top level of the tree, the acceptance probability asymptotes to the naive draw from the prior (approx. 5%). Figure 2.The intermodel jump acceptance rate versus the number of samples per box when the kD-tree neighbourhood search is truncated. As the number of samples per box increases, and the interpolation becomes less accurate, the acceptance rate falls, asymptoting to the rate for naive draws from the uniform prior (about 5% for this dataset).

The relative error on the determination of the Bayes factor (evidence ratio) scales with $1/\sqrt{N_{transitions}}$, where *N*~transitions~ is the number of intermodel transitions in the RJMCMC. Thus, as the acceptance rate of intermodel jumps goes down, the RJMCMC must run longer to achieve a desired accuracy in the evidence ratio. By boosting the acceptance rate of intermodel jumps, the interpolation method described above can improve the runtime of an RJMCMC.

5.. kD-interpolated jump proposal in higher dimensional single-model Markov chain Monte Carlo {#s5}
=============================================================================================

In the model selection example from §4, the models have two-dimensional parameter spaces; in \[[@RSOS150030C14]\], the highest dimensional model had five dimensions. As the number of dimensions increases, the interpolation becomes more difficult for two reasons. First, the number of samples required for a given number of subdivisions in each dimension grows exponentially with the number of dimensions; hence, for a reasonable number of samples, a high-dimensional kD-tree will have few subdivisions along each dimension. Second, as the dimensionality increases, the fraction of the volume at the 'edges' and 'corners' of each kD-tree box becomes more significant, and the placement of the sample becomes increasingly unrepresentative of the typical density in the box. This problem is even more pronounced when the distribution of samples does not align with the coordinate axes along which the tree subdivides.

In this section, we propose a practical solution that allows us to incorporate larger scale features in the sample density distribution. We illustrate our solution with an single-model MCMC that updates the jump proposal distribution on-the-fly by using a kD-tree to interpolate the density of existing samples. We conclude with an example of a successful application to gravitational-wave parameter estimation.

The kD-tree-based interpolated jump proposal described in §3 selects one sample from the tree at random and proposes a uniform point from the box containing that sample. This ignores the density of other samples in the neighbourhood of this box, which contains additional information about the true density within the box, which is probably non-uniform. A better proposal, therefore, would account for larger scale sample covariances in parameter space. To address significant covariance between samples, which would correspond to strong density gradients and a very non-uniform density profile within a rectangular box, the modified jump proposal does not descend to the leaf-nodes of the tree, but instead stops descending whenever the number of samples in the current box, *N*~box~, falls below some threshold, *N*~crit~. We then find the principal axes of the samples contained in this box by calculating the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of these samples. We use these eigenvectors to draw a new box. This box---henceforth called a covariance cell---contains all *N*~box~ samples from the kD-tree box, is centred on the mean of these samples and has edges that are aligned with the principal axes. Furthermore, this box is drawn around the samples as tightly as possible; in other words, for each edge, there exists a point in the covariance cell that lies along that edge. [Figure 3](#RSOS150030F3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates these two boxes. Figure 3.A two-dimensional illustration of the two boxes involved in the modified kD proposal. The larger box aligned with the axes is the normal kD-tree box containing the given samples, while the tighter box is the 'covariance cell' aligned with the eigenvectors of the sample distribution. The modified kD-interpolated jump proposal draws a point from the intersection of the two boxes. Tightly correlated posteriors in parameter space such as this are typical of the gravitational-wave parameter estimation problem described in \[[@RSOS150030C24]\] and in the text. Without the modification to account for the correlated samples, the kD neighbourhood of these points would produce a very inefficient jump proposal, as most of the bounding-box would contain empty (i.e. low-posterior) parameter space.

The jump proposal chooses a stored sample at random and finds the largest kD-tree box containing it and fewer than *N*~crit~ total samples. It then draws the covariance cell and proposes a new point uniformly from the intersection of the covariance cell with the original kD-tree box. The jump probability for this jump proposal is still (cf. equation ([3.1](#RSOS150030M3x1){ref-type="disp-formula"})) given by $$Q(\mathbf{\theta}_{i}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}_{i + 1}) = \frac{N_{box}}{NV},$$where *N* is the total number of samples in the kD-tree, and *V* is the volume of the intersection between the kD-tree box and the correlation cell containing ***θ***~*i*+1~. When used as the only jump proposal for an RJMCMC, it is important that this proposal be capable of proposing points in all allowed regions of parameter space; on the other hand, when the kD proposal is used in a suite of other jump proposals, this is no longer a requirement.

This technique trivially violates detailed balance since the jump proposal distribution depends on the past history. One way to address this problem, through diminishing adaptations \[[@RSOS150030C25]\], requires continuously accumulating samples into the kD-tree as the MCMC explores more of the parameter space. As the number of samples drawn from the posterior PDF increases, the neighbourhoods around each sample decrease with increasing sample density and the calculated covariances between samples in the kD-tree better approximate the true covariances between parameters in the equilibrium posterior PDF. Hence, for large *N*, the change in $Q(\mathbf{\theta}^{(j)}\rightarrow\mathbf{\theta}^{(j + 1)})$ approaches zero and the jump proposal does a progressively better job of sampling the equilibrium posterior while becoming asymptotically Markovian. Conservatively, the entire set of samples obtained while the jump proposal is being dynamically updated could be discarded as burn-in, and future analysis could use the static jump proposal distribution interpolated from samples accumulated during the extended burn-in phase.

To efficiently insert samples into the tree as the chain accumulates them, the algorithm from §3 must be modified: (i) instead of partitioning the sample set at its median, we now partition the bounding box at its geometric centre along a particular dimension, which cycles as we descend the tree levels. Note that this allows for empty boxes if all the samples cluster to one side of the domain; and(ii) when inserting a sample, we descend the tree to a leaf node, which now can be either empty or contain one sample. If it is empty, we insert the sample at this node. If it contains one sample, we subdivide the appropriate dimension, and place both samples into the two sub-boxes. If both land in the same sub-box, we continue subdividing, until each box in the sub-sub-sub... tree contains one or zero samples.

We have implemented this modified kD-tree proposal as one of many jump proposals in the `LALInferenceMCMC` sampler \[[@RSOS150030C24],[@RSOS150030C26]--[@RSOS150030C28]\]. `LALInferenceMCMC` is a MCMC code, based on the LIGO algorithms library (<http://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/lal>), designed to sample the posterior on parameters of merging compact-object binaries (masses, sky location, orbital orientation, distance, etc.) encoded in their gravitational-wave signatures as observed by the ground-based gravitational-wave detectors LIGO \[[@RSOS150030C29]\] and Virgo \[[@RSOS150030C30]\]. The simplest such signal has a nine-dimensional parameter space, and the posterior often includes near-degeneracies and multiple modes that make convergence of the MCMC chain very slow with traditional proposals \[[@RSOS150030C31]\].

[Figure 4](#RSOS150030F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the acceptance ratio for the kD-tree jump proposal applied as part of a `LALInferenceMCMC` analysis. In this example, the kD-tree jump proposal is one of several jump proposals used during the MCMC, and the kD-tree itself is updated with accepted samples whenever its jump proposal is called. In spite of the very low acceptance rate of the proposal, applying the kD-tree proposal to one out of 20 proposed jumps improved the convergence time---defined as the average time to reach a specified number of independent samples from the posterior, thinning by the autocorrelation length as described in \[[@RSOS150030C24]\]---of the simulation by a factor of two compared to the standard suite of proposals, because it is particularly efficient at producing 'mode-hopping' jumps, which are difficult to produce with the other proposals in `LALInferenceMCMC`. Figure 4.The cumulative acceptance ratio for the modified kD-tree jump proposal used in the `LALInferenceMCMC` code as a function of the number of steps (in hundreds). The simulation in question was a nine-dimensional analysis of a simulated gravitational-wave signal injected into synthetic data similar to that taken by the LIGO and Virgo detectors \[[@RSOS150030C29],[@RSOS150030C30]\]. The parameter space includes the masses of the compact objects generating the gravitational-wave, their location on the sky, distance, orbital orientation, the time of signal arrival and the orbital phase. The posterior in this problem has a number of well-separated modes in the parameter space which are difficult to jump between using traditional jump proposals; in spite of the small acceptance ratio of the kD proposal, when applied to one in 20 jumps proposed in this simulation, it improved the convergence time of the sampler by a factor of two compared to using only the standard suite of proposals. The acceptance rate asymptotes to the steady-state solution once sufficient samples have been accumulated in the kD-tree to allow the sample density to be accurately interpolated; samples collected prior to this point should be discarded as burn-in.

6.. Conclusion {#s6}
==============

The need to compare evidences for multiple models arises in a large variety of physical and astronomical contexts. In this paper, we described a technique that allows for efficient evidence computations via an RJMCMC. This technique solves the usual problem of finding good intermodel jump proposals in an RJMCMC by using a kD-tree to quickly and accurately interpolate an approximate posterior PDF from a single-model MCMC run, and then proposing efficient intermodel jumps from this interpolated PDF.

We demonstrated the efficiency of this technique on a toy model-comparison problem described in §4. We also successfully applied this technique to the problem of selecting the best model for the observed distribution of black-hole X-ray binary masses, as described in \[[@RSOS150030C14]\]. In addition to model comparison, the PDF interpolation described here can be useful in single-model MCMCs to inform the jump proposal distribution on-the-fly in order to propose jumps that can efficiently sample the parameter space (see §5), or to test MCMC convergence.

We have made our implementation of the technique described in this paper publicly available at <http://github.com/farr/mcmc-ocaml>, and also in the `LALInferenceMCMC` sampler, at <https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/daswg/projects/lalsuite.html>. We welcome readers to take advantage of this toolkit.
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The kD-tree data structure defined here places box boundaries between the samples. An alternate definition common in the literature places box boundaries on the median sample, but such a definition is inconvenient for our purposes.
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